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Authors replies to Interactive comment on "Estimation of overland flow metrics at semi-arid condition: Patagonian Monte" by M. J. Rossi and J. O. Ares.

Dear Reviewer #1: Please find our replies to all your comments in the attached zip file. Since some of them suggested the need to add paragraphs or reorder some text sections, we are also uploading a complete new revised version (R1) of the paper. All our replies refer to Page-Line of the R1.

Notes: RC = Review comment, AC = Author comment. References to Current Version (CV) within P5837-5869.
Thank you for your comments and suggestions,
J. Rossi - J. Ares

Please also note the supplement to this comment:
http://www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci-discuss.net/9/C2450/2012/hessd-9-C2450-2012-supplement.zip
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